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Overview

Quick Look Lesson Plan

WEEK FOCUS ACTIVITY NOTES:
Week 1 Melody & rhythm • Piece analysis

• Ribbon melodies
• Melody Q&A
• Rhythm Repetition

Week 2 Keys & Chords • Signature Spiral • Chord analysis

Week 3 Melody first composing • Melody Q&A
• Melody composition

• Melody tests

Week 4 Harmony first composing • Adding chords • Creating from chords

Week 5 Lyric first composing • Rhythm Q&A
• Compose lyrics

• Add rhythm

Week 6 Story first composing • Creative Candies • Story composition

Week 7 Composing project • A motif • Articulation Ivy

Week 8 Composing project • B motif • Form

Week 9 Composing project • Chords • Left hand patterns

Week 10 Composing project • Polishing • Finishing details

This ‘But-the-Pieces’ lesson plan is designed to help students to not just compose a piece, but to really get the most out the experience that they 
can and learn about what goes into writing a great piece of music.

Weeks 1 & 2 are all about introducing or revising concepts like melody, harmony and rhythm; with an emphasis on creating patterns, sequences 
and repetition. In weeks 3-6 we look at four different starting points for a composition: melody, chord progressions, lyrics/rhythm and story. 
Finally in weeks 7-10 students use one of the composing projects from the library to compose a complete piece in a thoughtful, thorough and 
considered way.

But-the-Pieces Plans cover aspects other than repertoire. These plans will work well one on one with a student, or in partner, buddy, overlap-
ping or small group lessons. Wherever there would be a modification for working with multiple students, this has been noted. All other activities 
will work with multiple students sitting side by side at one piano or at separate keyboard without much alteration.
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5 min Piece Puzzle Pieces • Open up one of your student’s pieces. Choose one that has as much interesting stuff as possible: dynamics, 
articulation, chords, etc.
• Ask her what makes this piece sound like this piece? What decisions did the composer have to make?
• Start making a list together of all the puzzle pieces that a composer has to put into place to write a piece: 
melody, harmony, rhythmic patterns, dynamics, articulation, phrasing.
• Guide your student with questions to come up with as many of these things as she can. 

5 min Ribbon Melodies • Place a ribbon on the floor in a straight line. Demonstrate this on the piano as one note played over and 
over.
• Play a pentascale, up and down, and ask your student how we can make the ribbon match.
• Play some different melodies and ask them to recreate these melodic shapes with their ribbon.
• Finally, ask her to recreate the melody of the piece you were looking at earlier. What shape would each 
phrase form?

5 min Melody Q&A • This is an excellent way to get students to think about not just creating interesting melodies, but also cre-
ating sequences and how a piece needs to “gel”.
• Start with Echoes. Choose a pentascale and practise having your student echo back short patterns that you 
play on this pentascale.
• Then tell her that this time she should play a short pattern, but you’re not going to echo it back. Instead 
you’re going to answer her question. 
• Swap roles back and forth so your student gets lots of practise both asking and answering questions.

5 min Rhythm Repetition • Ask your student to find a rhythm that is repeated in the piece. (In the unlikely case that there is no repeat-
ed rhythms, find another piece to use for this exercise.)
• What other rhythm could the composer have used there that would still fit with the rest of the piece? Write 
the rhythm she comes up with in pencil above the staff at each place and ask her to play the piece with this 
new rhythm. Does she like it better? Does she prefer the original? Why?

Notes to self:
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10 min Signature Spiral • Explain the Signature Spiral game. Do they recognise the pattern of the keys (the circle of fifths) on the 
board?

10 min Chord Analysis • Take out one of your student’s pieces. You might like to use the same one as last week, or choose one that 
you know has an good mix of chords.  
• Ask your student what key it’s in. Jot this down on a piece of paper and start to make a chord bank. I like 
to write the primary triads first with the dominant 7th in brackets, and then the relative minors. This is in a 
rough order of how likely they are to come up, but you can also just go in order.
• Here’s how that would look in C major:
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• Then get her to colour in these chords on a circle of fifths so she can see how they sit beside each other and 
this structure can help us. (You can swap these activities and do this before the chord bank if you prefer.)
• Help her to figure out what chords are used in her piece now and write in the chord symbols. 
• Have her play the melody while you play the chords as an accompaniment (not as written but as full root 
position chords with the root note in the left hand.)
• Depending on your student’s level, you may be able to discuss possible substitutions and play the piece 
again with some original chords and some substitutions.

Notes to self:
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5 min Q&A • Repeat the melody Q&A from week 1 as a warmup activity.
• Use the same scale that your student will be using for her composition today. This could be a scale you 
choose (one you want them to work on) or a scale that is chosen randomly by drawing from a hat or using 
an app like DecideNow.

10 min Melody 
Composition

• Tell your student that she’s going to compose her own melody now using that scale. She should include 
some questions and answers in her melody just like you’ve been practising.
• Depending on the student’s age and experience level, you may notate the melody for her, or she might be 
able to do it herself.
• Help your student to come up with her melody and figure out the time signature and rhythm.
• Ask her what note the melody should end on for it to sound like the end? You might like to use this oppor-
tunity to talk about the tonic. I simply call this the “home” note with my younger students.

5 min Melody Tests • Get your student to “test” her melody in a variety of ways. 
• Play it for her so she can hear it.
• Sing it together in solfa or just hum it.
• Recreate it in ribbon on the floor to see if it makes a nice shape.
• Using tracing paper and join the dots between the notes to see this shape even more clearly. 

• Do any of the tests reveal any tweaks that need to be made? How can we make it even better?

Notes to self:

POSSIBLE PRACTICE ASSIGNMENTS

Melody composing • Get your student to compose one or more melodies this week, using scales/modes you specify.
• She should “test” each melody and modify it to make it the best it can be.

Add harmony • If the student is more experienced you could get her to attempt to harmonise the melody herself at home. We’ll 
be looking at this in more detail next week.
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10 min Adding Chords • Take your student’s melody from last week or her favourite melody that she composed at home.
• When working with 2 students they should each choose a piece and you can work through each 
together as a group.
• Figure out the key together and make a chord bank just like you did on week 2.
• Help her to work through the piece and decide on a chord for each bar/measure by seeing which 
chord has the most notes in common with the melody. (Yes, we’re simplifying things here, but 
that’s kind of the point. Don’t talk about passing tones and suspensions unless you really want to!)
• When it comes to the ending, see what they land on first, then have a little chat about cadences. If 
they have ended without a proper cadence play their choice for them and ask her if it really sounds 
like the piece is finished to her? Play it again with a cadence to show her the difference in sound and 
help her to modify her chords there. 

10 min Creating from Chords • Use any of the blank circle of fifths graphics that include majors and minors for this exercise.
• Get your student to highlight the key she will be creating her piece in. This can be a key you choose 
or one chosen at random using an app like DecideNow. 
• Highlight the chords either side and the three relative minors in another colour.
• Draw 16 boxes on a piece of paper, or split a page of manuscript into 16 bars/measures. 
• She should now choose one of the chords for each bar – starting with the ending first and choos-
ing a cadence, then filling in chords for the rest of the piece. Encourage her to repeat patterns so 
there is some continuity.

Notes to self:

POSSIBLE PRACTICE ASSIGNMENTS

Chord Creation • Assign practice of her 16 bar chord creation. Depending on her level, she could practice block root position 
chords or experiment with inversions and broken chord patterns.

Melody Creation • Ask her to try her melody with the chords you added today also.
• Beginners can play just the root note of the chord with their left hand, but intermediate students can work with 
the full chords or acompaniment patterns.
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5 min Rhythm Q&A • Warmup with a rhythm only version of the Q&A activity. 
• Start with clapping or drumming echos and then move to question and answer rhythms.
• Try this on a single note on the piano too. Challenge your student to make just one repeated note 
sound interesting!

5 min Compose Lyrics • Today we’re going to be starting a composition from the lyrics. What would your student like to 
write about? If she has trouble coming up with something make suggestions such as her favourite 
animal, sport, place, etc.
• Help your student to write a 4 line stanza. If she’s unsure tell her it’s just like writing a simple 
poem –most kids have written these in school.

5 min Add Rhythm • Now it’s time to add a rhythm to the words. 
• You might have your own process for this but this is how I do it:

• Say the words rhythmically together while clapping/tapping.
• Put in the barlines above the words so that the right words are emphasised.
• Figure out the time signature.
• Add the rhythm for the words, one bar/measure at a time.

• It’s up to you and your student’s level how far you go with this. Most students who are early inter-
mediate and above should be able to add about an anacrusis/pick-up bar for example if it’s needed. 

5 min Add Melody • Now she can experiment with the actual melody using the rhythm. You probably won’t get time to 
finish this in the lesson but it makes a great practice assignment.

Notes to self:

POSSIBLE PRACTICE ASSIGNMENTS

Add Melody • Get your student to finish off the melody for her song at home. 
• Encourage her to sing it and to think about the shape of the melody like we did on week 3.
• I don’t like to make notation a barrier for my students so I simply tell them to write it any way they can remem-
ber it. That could be letter names on top of the rhythm or on the staff, whatever they prefer.
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10 min Creative Candies • Get your student to choose two Creative Candies cards at random.
• Place these on the stand and explain them to your student if necessary.
• Play the 16 bar chord pattern that your student composed in week 4 while she improvises using an appro-
priate scale and you both use the dynamics/articulation/expression on the cards.
• If you have two students together one can play their chord pattern while the other improvises, and then 
swap places.
• Repeat this a few times so she can see how much this can change the mood and flavour of the piece and 
how you can tell a different story together each time.

10 min Story Composition • Draw 16 boxes on a piece of paper, or split a page of manuscript into 16 bars/measures. 
• Ask her what story she would like to tell. Some kids will come up with something straight away, others will 
need some more direction like: “Tell me a story about a bear and an ant.” or “Tell me a story about a day at 
the park.”
• Now she should add articulation, dynamics and expression marks to her piece – even though there’s no 
notation yet! 
• You can then work together to start filling in the notes. Either with general ideas such as “there should be 
low notes at the start” or with more specific notation. 
• The point here is to start from the big picture and then zoom in, adding melody and harmony only to fit 
what’s going on in the story.

Notes to self:

POSSIBLE PRACTICE ASSIGNMENTS

Story Creation • Assign practice of her story composition.
• It might still be different every time and partially or wholly improvised.
• Encourage her to fill in more details if she finds details she likes a certain way.  
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10 min A Motif • For the next 4 weeks we will be following the format of the composing projects from the library. You can 
choose any of the three themes: spring, animals or circus. All follow the same format.
• The first step in the project is for your student to choose the topic of her composition. If you have several 
students working on the project at once, you might like to make sure no two students have the same topic.
• The student will then compose three A motifs. 
• Remind her of what she has learnt so far about melodies:

• Help her to choose a scale.
• Analyse the shape using tracing paper and/or ribbons.
• Sing her melody to test it.
• Come up with interesting rhythmic patterns and try the rhythm on a drum or one note to check if it is 
catchy enough.

10 min Articulation Ivy • This game is a great way to prepare your student for the finishing touches she will be adding to her piece 
when it’s finished. 
• Full instructions can be found on the Articulation Ivy page here.

Notes to self:

POSSIBLE PRACTICE ASSIGNMENTS

More A Motifs • You might like to ask your student to come up with some more motifs at home or to tweak the ones you created 
at the lesson. It’s always great to have lots of options!

A Motif Practice • Assign practice of the options for her A motif. 
• Playing them lots of times will reveal things about them that she won’t hear on the first listening. 
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10 min B Motif • Start by playing all the A motif options for your student so that she can really listen to each one. Which 
one does she like best?
• Do melody Q&A with you using her A motif as a question each time and her answering using the same 
scale. 
• Do several rounds of this and tell her we need to come up with some answers or complementary melo-
dies like this for our B motif. 
• Help her to compose at least three B motif options. Guide her with questions and encourage her to repeat 
or mimic certain elements of the A motif she has chosen.

10 min Form • Now we’re going to put together the A motif and B motif into a musical form. 
• If she is unsure or nervous about which form to choose I like to break it down like this:

• Do you want the piece to end with A or B?
• Would it sound better if A was repeated before we introduced B?
• Do you want them to be equal parts of the piece or do you want it to be mostly A with just a little B?

• As she answers these questions I simply cross off the options until we’re left with one. 
• Then plug the A and B motifs into the form to create the full piece. If your student is a complete beginner 
or very young you might write it out for her, but get her to write it out herself if at all possible.

Notes to self:

POSSIBLE PRACTICE ASSIGNMENTS

Composition in progress • At home, your student should play through her complete melody and tweak it as she likes.
• Once she’s happy, she should copy it onto the “Composition in Progress” page of the composing project. This 
way you’ll be ready to get going on the harmony together next week.
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10 min Chords • Make a chord bank together just like you did on weeks 2 & 4. 
• Help her as much as she needs to harmonise her melody and add chord symbols to the “Composition in 
Progress” page. 
• When it’s finished, play the melody with the chords so she can hear how it sounds together.

10 min Left Hand Patterns • Of course, chords isn’t the only thing our left hand can play! Demonstrate a few different left hand pat-
terns for your student. You can use the ideas in the project to get you started.
• Get her to try a few of these patterns with the first few bars/measures of her composition. Encourage her 
not to make any decisions yet, just experiment.
• Open up her books to explore what the composers of those pieces have done. Can she find any new pat-
terns she’d like to try?
• Write down her favourite idea for these first few bars after plenty of experimentation.

Notes to self:

POSSIBLE PRACTICE ASSIGNMENTS

Composition in progress • Your student should experiment more with different left hand patterns and write in her favourite options to 
complete her piece.
• Tell her that it might be the same for the whole piece, or she might mix and match. For instance if she likes Al-
berti bass, she might want to add chords just at the cadential points.
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10 min Polishing • Get your student to play her composition for you. If she would need to practise it first (some kids write 
pieces that are quite challenging!) you might like to play it for her.
• Give her lots of praise on everything that’s fantastic about it and then help her with any bits and pieces 
that could use some alteration.

• If it’s a bit too repetitive maybe she could use some variation.
• If it’s sort of all over the place you can encourage her to repeat your favourite bit. 

• It doesn’t have to be a masterpiece but little alterations can make a big difference without taking away her 
feeling of ownership of the piece.

10 min Finishing Details • It’s time to add the final details. 
• Take a look at the list in the project together and remind her of the story exercise and Creative Candies you 
did on week 6. 
• What story is her piece trying to tell? How could articulation enhance that?
• How loud or soft does she want the performer to play? Should it change? Gradually or suddenly?
• How fast or slow should it be played? Take out the metronome to show her what some of the tempo marks 
she might add would translate to.

Notes to self:

NEXT STEPS

Computer notation • When her composition is finished I like to take a photo so that I can write it out in Musescore and she can have a 
clean professional looking piece to be proud of. 
• Older students could learn a lot from doing this themselves.

Studio album • You might also like to record her playing her piece and add to YouTube.
• Every year my students record their compositions and we create a studio album which I make available to par-
ents on SoundCloud. (Most parents don’t even have a CD player these days so I don’t bother with that anymore!) 


